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Unveiling the Nucleosynthetic Layers of Cassiopeia A with Spitzer 
J. Ennis, L. Rudnick (Minnesota), W. Reach (SSC/Caltech), J. D. Smith (Arizona), J. Rho (SSC/Caltech), 

T. DeLaney (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA), T. Kozasa (Hokkaido Univ.), H. Gomez (CardiffUniv.) 

KEY FINDING: 
IRAC images of Cassiopeia A, supported by 
IRS spectra, indicate that in each direction, 
different explosive burning layers are currently 
encountering the reverse shock, reflecting the 
explosion asymmetries. The respective 
nucleosynthesis products in different directions 
are seen in IR, visible and X-ray lines and 
newly fonned dust. 

[RAe Images 
Images from the four !RAC band>, next to characteristic spectra of where each of the bands is dorrinart. 
subtracted to remove synchrotron radiation contributions. 

Channels 2 and 3 as shov.n here have had a ~alcd version of Channel 1 

ABOVE: Color composite of lRAC Otannels 4 (red). 2 (green) and 3 (blue). 
Emission is s«n \hrooghout the remnalX in all rRAC bands. However, the 
n/~t #rt ngth in each band varies considerably across the remnant. The 
tkee labe led rcgiO!lS (A, B, C) correspond to the broa!IJand IRS spectra 
SItOWTl at riglt. A: a.. I relativclystrong; B: 0..4 relatively strOllg.; C: 
0.. 2 & 3 relatively strong. 

Propagation of the Reverse Shock into Expanding Ejecta 

Image constructed from IRS mapping of [Si rn (red) and 
JRAC 01. 4 (!rem ). We suggest that Si sWted with a wide 
range of velocities ~ the brigIX ring offast material (- 5000 
km's) is now tm:ountering the revme shock and is slowed 
and heated to X·ray terq:.eratures, while the interior, slower 
moving cool material (lSi II]) would now be only ionized 
and heated by X-ray emiss ioo from the reverse shock. We 
also see this once_shocked material in S and Si Doppler 
structure. as detailed below. 

d""" oo of 
"once-shocked" 

ejecla. 

!RAe evid ence for bipola r ejecta 
structure 

Two color image: !RAC CIt 2 (red). Ch. 4 
(green). Red regions, such as the crescents noted 
with red arrows, indicale where [Ar II] is 
relatively weak, and IRS spectra show [Ne 0] to 
be relatively str3ll8. These crescents show only 
C·buming prodJcts. and are syrrrnetrically 
placed around the X·ray point source. The 
Doppler results are dc-tailed below. 

Integrated ~ne images and Doppler images of 
[Arll l[. [Nell[, {Silit and (S~ I[. The Doppler 
structure is an excellent match to optical Doppler 
structure (lawrence et OIl. 1 995) and matches the 
structure of the Iow-resollllion X-ray Doppler 

[Arlll ) 8.99 micron [Nell] 12.81 

200 I. Willingale et 
veloc l ies , 
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higher resolution , show even more 

structure than we show here (Lazendic et 
2006). .,- .. ,,-
The Ne image shows bright emission to the 
southeast which has no bright optical or X-ray 
counterpart. Ne is also bright on the blue-shifted 
ring to the north - perhaps suggesting II bipolar 
outnow of Ne-rich ejecta eorresponding v.ith the 
bipolar ejecta structure seen in IRAe CII. 2 
atlove 

The Sand Si mages show considerable diffuse , 
interior emission with Doppler structure. This is 
the ejecta material that has not yet encountered 
the revel"5e shock, as detailed above. 
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Two Possible Manifestations of This One Spectral Classification 
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OBSERVATIONS I RESULTS 
We present Spitzer IRAC images of the supernova remnant Cassiopeia A, supplemented by IRS 

mapping data. Where different IRAC channels dominate we find different patterns of line emission and 
different types of dust. 
) Channell contains a significant synchrotron component, matching the radio emission; IRS spectra of 

relatively bright Channel I regions (mostly outer shock) show a broad 26 jlrn peaked spectra, likely from 
shock heated circumstellar/interstellar dust. 
) Channel 4 dominates the other IRAC channels where [ArII] is strong. These structures are similar to 

those seen in the optical and X-ray. IRS spectra of bright Channel 4 regions also show a sharp 21 JJm 
peaked spectra, likely caused by dust from the 0 - and Si- burning layers. 
) Channels 2 or 3 are stronger relative to Ch. 4 where [ArII] is weak. In those regions, the IRS spectra 

(flattop and featureless spectra) rise gradually and then flatten longward of23 I-Iffi, without a 21 JJm peak. 
Lines and dust emission are dominated by C-burning products such as Ne and O. 
) In the interior, we see [Sill] and [SUI] emission -- the probable first 

emission from ejecta that have not reached the reverse shock. 

[Sm] 33.48 micron [Sill ] 34.82 micron 
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The IRS spectra were reconstructed 
from mapping observations using 
the CUbe Builderfor IRS Spectra 

Maps, CUBISM 
Ittp :Mutlt ... ..,...,. e<Vj~"", J>/1I 

This work is based in part on 
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